
The new standard in the
high performance class.

SP 777

Scan this QR code 
for further information.
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Technical data SP 777
Spreading force 14,160 - 134,900 lbf. / 63 - 600 kN

Spreading distance 32.0 in. / 813 mm

Squeezing force up to 27,400 lbf. / 122 kN

Pulling force up to 13,490 lbf. / 60 kN

Pulling distance 25.8 in. / 655 mm

Oil requirement 23.5 cu. in. / 385 cm³

Dimensions: l × w × h 35.4 × 12.2 × 7.95 in. / 898 × 309 × 202 mm

Weight 43.4 lbs. / 19.7 kg

Certification NFPA 1936

EN classification BS 63 / 813-19,7

WEBCODE: dnsidh

SP 777

Our Shooting-Stars SP 333 and SP 555 now have a big brother: the hose bound high performance spreader SP 777. 

Its breathtaking spreading force of up to 600 kN, a spreading width of an incredible 813 mm and relentless “Shark 

Tooth” tips make it the ultimate rescue spreader for vehicle accidents (cars, trucks, buses, trains, trams) or after 

large-scale emergencies such as natural disasters. But that‘s not all: This powerhouse weighs just 19.7 kg – a whole 

5 kg less than its SP 510 predecessor model. This makes the SP 777 the lightest BS spreader currently on the market!

The right grip for spreading when every second 

counts: the design of the specially developed 

“Shark Tooth” tips and their arrangement in 3 

rows guarantee maximum performance!

“SHARK TOOTH“ TIPS

AccessoriesAdvantages

+  Spreading, peeling and pulling without 

changing tips
+  Extremely short opening and closing times  

for rapid and safe rescue
+  With a weight of 19.7 kg, a whole 5 kg lighter 

than the previous SP 510 model!
+  Biting performance thanks to innovative  

“Shark Tooth“ tips
+  Intuitive handling even under severe time 

pressure

Length  2 × 6.6 ft. / 2 × 2 m

KSV 11 chain set
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